Full Stone Veneer Run-to-Grade Installation with Structa Lath and H&B Stone Wall Ties

10MM Sure Cavity™ (SCMM 2516) and Wall Opening Weeps™ (WOW 9095)

10MM Sure Cavity™ (SCMM 2516)

TIE-HVR-195VB Anchor System by Hohmann & Barnard 16” On Center

2 Layers of Asphalt Impregnated Grade “D” Construction Paper or Code Required WRB

Trim Skirt to Overlap Wall Opening Weeps™

Peel and Stick Flashing Cut to Follow Stone Line and Cover Mortar

Weeps Scored and Cracked Off While Mortar is Still Plastic

Wall Opening Weeps (WOW 9095)

Flashings and Weep System to Run Down Onto Foundation Wall a Minimum of 2”
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